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About Zwart Systems
Established in 1969, Zwart Systems is a leader in the design and installation of indoor crop growing systems for
the horticulture industry. As a company we service all sizes of greenhouse operations across North America.
From small flower growers of less than an acre, to large growers in excess of 100 acres, Zwart Systems is a
strategic business partner with some of the largest cut flower, potted plant, vegetable, nursery, cannabis, and
vertical farming producers in both the United States and Canada.
Zwart Systems’ current 41,600 square foot manufacturing facility in Beamsville Ontario continues to grow with
the ever-changing horticulture industry. A planned second location of 20,000 square feet is expected to come
on-line in early 2023. This will provide us with the much needed space required to continue serving our
customers needs.
Strong ties with the innovative European greenhouse market keep Zwart Systems current in leading edge
horticultural technologies. Our experienced sales team is comprised of experts with plant growing experience
from the greenhouse industry.
In 2022, through the formation of AdeptAg, Zwart Systems and AgriNomix have become sister companies.
AgriNomix is the premier North American supplier of Soil Handling Equipment, Internal Logistics and Robotic
Solutions.
Let our expertise improve your growing experience!
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FLOOD FLOORS

IRRIGATION
SYSTEMS
OVERVIEW

AVAILABLE SYSTEMS

AVAILABLE SYSTEMS

Traditional flood floors

Hanging basket

Flow through flood floors

Potted plant

Cascading flood floors

Table top
Ground

Zwart Systems is a leading
manufacturer of irrigation
systems in the horticultural
industry. Our knowledgeable
product specialists and a
trained design team work
alongside our clients to design
a custom solution specific to
each growers unique
production requirements.
Following are a number of
methods of water-to-plant
delivery. Each option presents
different benefits depending
on the product grown. Please
do not hesitate to contact one
of our sales staff to learn more
about which system would
work best for you.

BENEFITS

Hydroponic vegetable

Consistent growing conditions

Pressure compensated drip
tape

Fertilizer and water savings
Increased labour efficiency
Uniform heat distribution
Increased heating efficiency
Even crop production
Flexible product movement
Increased yield
Clean growing conditions
Low maintenance

FEATURES
Rubber strip curbs
Quick actuation
Recessed pump pits
Multiple filtration options
Effective return water
management
Fully Automated

A properly designed
irrigation system will create
savings in labour, water, and
fertilizer. It will improve crop
quality and uniformity.
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DRIP IRRIGATION

BENEFITS
Pressure compensated
Provides uniform flow rates
Precision flow rate improves
crop consistency
Can be used to apply drench
applications, providing
consistency and labour
savings
Easy installation

SYSTEM OPTIONS
White or black polypipe
Blank or prepunched polypipe
White weight or stake for
hanging basket systems
Straight or angled stakes
available
Custom valve trees

To learn more about this system
see page 5

To learn more about this system
see page 6
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BOOM IRRIGATION

OVERHEAD NOZZLE

AVAILABLE PLATFORMS

APPLICATIONS

Perfect Rain 1

Propagation

Perfect Rain 2

Overhead watering

Simple Rain

Humidity control

BENEFITS
Even watering
Labour savings
Great for applying regulators
and drenches
Excellent for propagation
Simple to program

Nematode distribution

BENEFITS

BENEFITS

Low maintenance
Increased crop uniformity
Cooling and humidity
control (fog)
Labour savings

Easy to install

Rapid system payback

Touch Screen Display

Simple to install

Up to 42' wide span

Low cost

Perfect Rain DC controller
is compatible with boom
systems from other
manufacturers

APPLICATION
Provide less shrink to your
customer by delivering
well-watered cart orders of
store-ready plants to your
customer!

Consistent uniform watering

Crop uniformity

WATERING TUNNEL

Spray up to 24' width with
just 1 row of hanging nozzles!

Labour savings
Less shrink at store level

SYSTEM OPTIONS
Design, or complete system
available
System can be recirculated to
reduce water usage and
reduce strain on main
irrigation system
Fixed rack level design or
adjustable level

SYSTEM OPTIONS

SYSTEM OPTIONS

Poly tubing or PVC pipe
installations

Single / double spray bar
Magnetic zone detection
or shaft encoded for proximity
Ride-along Dosatron
4 wheel drive standard
Hanging dosatron kit
Independent edge watering
To learn more about this system
see page 7

To learn more about this system
see page 8

1-800-932-9811

To learn more about this system
see page 8

www.zwartsystems.ca
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FLOOD FLOOR IRRIGATION

Flood floor technology has changed immensely over the past 20 years.
Advances in concrete technology allow for a shallower profile on the floors to
create greater uniformity. The delivery and filtration technology have also
improved.
Ask any grower with a concrete flood floor built within the past 10 years and
they will agree that they save a large amount of labour and enjoy consistently
great crops and a virtually maintenance free growing system.
Flood floors are the best option for growers producing seasonal crops, and
for growers looking to reduce labour costs and improve crop quality.
TRADITIONAL FLOOD FLOOR DESIGN These traditional system designs were
developed in the 80’s and continued to be built along the same thought process
until the late 90’s. V-shaped concrete floors are poured and water is introduced
into the floor system from the center of the bay and is tied into a spur line that fills
the floor. After the floor hits the desired depth the water returns to the spur line and
is channeled through the drain valve and drain pipe back to the tank area. This
system is not often built anymore because of the large amounts of debris that can
be stuck in the ends of the spur lines.
FLOW THROUGH FLOOD FLOOR DESIGN In the early 2000’s this floor design
grabbed major attention. This system allows the water to enter the floor from the
gable end of the spur line, fill the floor and then exit through the opposing end of
the floor allowing the spur lines to be flushed at each cycle. It also allowed the
grower to “hold” water on the floor if the grower desired a longer contact time for
larger pots.
CASCADING FLOOD FLOOR DESIGN Developed by Zwart Systems in 2008
this product changed the industry once more. Cascading floors are poured on an
angle from one post row to the next, and water is introduced on the high side.
Water flows across the floor allowing the grower to use short run cycles to deliver
a partial watering if required or a full watering delivery when required.
The benefits of this floor is that the fill line never sees untreated water and the
floor surface is cleaned with each cycle.

‘Zwart Systems
flood floors are
ideal for plant
lay down using
either robots or
forklifts, and the
concrete is a
consistent
surface for the
crops. Coupled with an overhead
boom and automated basket
systems, the floor return system
allows us to capture all of the
excess water and filter it for
reuse just as the floors do
themselves. The return water
system being filtered helps keep
the floors clean and free of
debris. We have connected the
floors to our greenhouse
environment control system
which allows us to run them in an
automated fashion.
Zwart Systems flood floors are
our preference to any other
floors. We would not keep
installing them if the growers and
ownership did not see benefits
regarding crop consistency and
quality.’

Kirk Laubach
Smith Gardens | Aurora, OR

See this system on:
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DRIP IRRIGATION

HANGING BASKETS are a key crop for many producers. Even watering for a
crop that is potted and hung by the thousands, 8' or more off the ground, is best
achieved through drip irrigation. Weighted basket pressure compensated drippers
deliver 95% uniformity across the crop. Single, double and triple hung system
options are available. Swage pipe, pre-punched poly pipe, suspension hooks, and
preassembled dripper assemblies are all available from Zwart Systems. A drip
system is the most cost-effective way to deliver water to all hanging basket and
wall bag production.
POTTED PLANTS Whether plants are grown on the ground, on a table, or out in
the field, the most efficient way to deliver irrigation water is through a drip system.
Drip offers uniformity across the crop and allows you to correct mistakes you may
have made. If you watered too heavy with fertilizer, you are able to irrigate with
fresh water immediately after to “flush” the substrate in an attempt to correct the
mistake made. Pressure compensated drip irrigation offers the most uniformity at
a very competitive cost per plant. Drip systems are easy to install. They have a
lifespan of 7 years for daily use and can last up to 20 years with seasonal use.

‘Our hanging
basket drip
irrigation system
from Zwart
Systems has
given us a
consistent crop,
year after year. It is easy to
install, easy to use and easy to
maintain. The drip system allows
us to maximize our growing
area.’

Ron vander Zalm
Colonial Florists
St. Catharines, ON

HYDROPONIC VEGETABLE Large vegetable production models require proper
engineering. Zwart Systems has been involved in many large vegetable
production projects. No grower depends on uniformity across a crop like a 25-acre
vegetable producer irrigating 350,000 plants that are watered from 30 to 50
irrigation cycles per day. Zwart Systems has had the privilege to work with large
production growers for the past 50 years to deliver the proper system with the
most uniformity to help these growers hit the targets they need to be successful.
VALVE TREE MANIFOLDS are designed to manually control basket irrigation
and drenching. Hanging baskets are typically a multi-row, multi-level crop, grown
at truss heights of 10' or taller. Irrigating baskets can be easily controlled with a
pressure compensated drip system. Valve tree manifolds allow for easy selection
(on+off) of each basket row. Valve manifolds also make drenching much more
economical as growers can feed drenching products directly into the bottom of a
valve tree, avoiding the need to fill an entire mainline with expensive drenching
product. Zwart Systems custom designed valve trees are shipped preassembled
to growers’ requirements for easy installation.

VALVE TREE MANIFOLD

1-800-932-9811

www.zwartsystems.ca
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BOOM IRRIGATION

Zwart Systems has been manufacturing irrigation booms for over a decade.
Our booms are made of the highest quality North American materials and are
built to last. Double rail booms are very cost effective and deliver 99%
irrigation uniformity. Zwart Systems offers two control platforms to manage
our booms or any other competitors’ booms if that is your desire.

See this system on:

Boom Irrigation

PERFECT RAIN 1 The PR1 controller has a touch screen that is very user friendly.
By placing magnets on the rail pipe, growers can mark up to 16 crops in 32 zones
and program the controller to manage each space and crop individually. This
controller features a mist program, irrigation and mist spray bar control, variable
speed and an input to allow for an external start. No motion alarms and an output to
feed an external alarm is all standard equipment on the PR1.
PERFECT RAIN 2 After much feedback from the industry, Zwart Systems began
working to develop the next level of touch screen boom controller. PR2 is a
cutting-edge controller that has revolutionized the boom industry.
The PR2 controller uses a shaft encoder to track its location in the greenhouse and
to set crop locations based on distance in 1' increments. The PR2 can handle up to
8 solenoid valves and 2 feed selection valves. With an internet network available
the PR2 can connect through the internet with its own IP address and can be
programmed remotely. The touch screen controller also allows for up to 9 inputs
from your environmental control computer to manipulate crops based on VPD from
your current platform. 'No motion' alarms are sent through email to notify the user.
SIMPLE RAIN Perfect Rain can be simple too. Introducing Simple Rain; a straight
forward boom controller for crops that require the same watering for the entire travel
of the boom. The Simple Rain controller offers push button start/stop, selectable
water bars for up to 4 valves and a dial to select the speed. It can run a single pass,
or up to 5 preset passes, preprogrammed for your application at time of order.
Boom irrigation does not get simpler than this.
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‘Working with
Zwart Systems
booms has
been a great
experience. The
control program
for operating the
boom is very
user friendly and versatile.
Freeman Herbs has been using
Zwart Systems boom irrigation
for almost 10 years to irrigate
crops and to propagate tens of
thousands of seedling and
cutting plug trays every year.
Because Freeman Herbs grows
on a moving bench system, we
need a boom program that
allows quick easy changes to
watering location and frequency
to follow the constantly moving
crops.
Freeman's overall experience
running Perfect Rain booms is
that they are easy to use and are
reliable. If we encounter any
problems Zwart Systems and
their customer support team are
quick to resolve them.’

Brendan Hendricks
Freeman Herbs | Lincoln, ON

Greenhouse Irrigation and Automation Specialists

OVERHEAD NOZZLE IRRIGATION

HANGING NOZZLE ASSEMBLIES are a simple,
cost-effective system to introduce overhead irrigation to
growing areas. There are many nozzles to choose from that
can provide anywhere from a mist for propagation on a 4'
width all the way to an irrigation style droplet for a single line
in a 24' width. We draw from both Netafim and NaanDan
systems to provide the best result for the grower when we
design a project.
Simple to install, this system hangs from a guy wire installed

in the middle of the bench or house overhead. Nozzles
located at 3' intervals disperse water at a 95% uniformity and
are available for mist or irrigation.
This system can water a 24’ wide x 120’ long greenhouse of
4” pots in 20 minutes. It can also be used to disperse
Nematodes, or to add humidity to a crop.
Overhead nozzles are a very cost effective, flexible growing
tool.

WATERING TUNNEL

For as long as this industry has utilized rolling racks, it has
been shipping product to garden centres on them. One of the
largest problems that the retail garden centre deals with is
that the product they receive from growers is too dry. Stores
are not equipped to care for plants the way that they should,
and the product starts to degrade immediately on the store
shelves.
CART WATERING TUNNELS allow you to roll a train of carts

1-800-932-9811

through the watering tunnel to hydrate all the plants before
they go out on the trucks so that they arrive at retail ready to
sell. This is an efficient way to water multiple plants that were
selected all over the greenhouse before they are shipped.
Zwart Systems can also design a recirculation package so
that minimal water is wasted during this process.
Water your plants well before they leave the farm and see
your sales increase and your losses from plant shrinkage
decrease.

www.zwartsystems.ca
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TROUGH

BENCH SYSTEMS
OVERVIEW
Growing on the floor for large
pot sizes, patio planters and
even flats makes sense. But
what do you do with 2" to 6"
potted crops or 105
propagation trays? Zwart
Systems specializes in
benching solutions for every
grower.
Benches can be made in any
width up to 8', and any length
in 6" increments. Benches can
be rolling or stationary.
Surface options include
trough, flood liners and
expanded metal. Zwart
benches are shipped
unassembled. Assembly
instructions/drawings are
provided with every bench
project and YouTube videos
are also available to guide
growers through the build
process.
Whether it is a large
commercial facility or a
retail location, Zwart
Systems can assist in
designing the proper bench
fit for your business.
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EBB+FLOOD

BENEFITS

BENEFITS

Consistent growing conditions

Light-weight

Good airflow in crop

Durable, rugged construction

More plants per sq ft

Automatic even watering

Easy to install

Easy assembly

Fertilizer Savings

Easy to clean

Cost savings in water
Can be used in lettuce
production
Cost savings in fertilizer
Labour efficient
Cost effective recirculation
Manufactured using
clear-coated white aluminum,
making trough a long-lasting
investment (double the life of a
flood bench)
Grow product right in shuttle
tray

FEATURES

FEATURES
Aluminum or stainless-steel
construction
Ebb and Flood or drain to
waste
6" leg height adjustability
Various size options
Rolling, stationary, or gliding
options available
FDA approved
UV stable
1st step toward
recirculation!

Adjustable table heights
Rolling or stationary bench
options available
*Anti-tip bracket standard
Optional heat supports
Common sizes 7⅜", 9¾"
(Measurements indicate growing surface)

*Additional sizes available
Custom designed for your
greenhouse
To learn more about this system
see page 11

To learn more about this system
see page 12
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EXPANDED METAL

MULTI-LEVEL

GLIDER SERIES

BENEFITS

BENEFITS

BENEFITS

Air pruning for root systems

Custom systems designed to
match unique facilities

Maximize growing space!

Good airflow

Flexible systems for changing
conditions

Light-weight
Simple to construct

High quality components that
are FDA approved and meet
engineering standards

Anti-tip construction
Stationary or rolling
Galvanised construction

Fully integrated table and
irrigation systems

6" adjustable leg

No ‘gapping’ between
benches required
Rigid steel construction
Easy to clean and maintain
Strongest bench in the
industry!

Optional integrated heat
supports

Complete P&ID drawings for
all projects

FEATURES

CUSTOMIZATION

FEATURES

Table lengths up to 30' (9.14
m)

Galvanized steel construction

Build on soil or concrete
Raised or flattened expanded
metal
Sidewall can be flush with
expanded metal or can be
constructed as a raised
sidewall

Adjustable to meet crop needs
Multiple crops (lettuce,
culinary herbs, spring bedding
plugs etc.)
Many different styles available
Designed for use in small or
large projects

Size customized to grower
preference or crop
requirement:

Single, 2 or 3 level glider
bench options available

Standard 48" (122 cm)
and 52" (132 cm) table widths
available in multi-level table
option
Available as aluminum bench
top with high impact 44" (112
cm) polystyrene liners or with
aluminum trough decking
Single-level height
adjustment +/- 4"
Multi-level height
adjustment +/- 4"

• Length - 8' to 150'
• Width - 2' to 8'

Use for drip irrigation
collection or ebb and flood

• Height - 14" to 36"

Single liner on the length
(No 8' sections!)

To learn more about this system
see page 13

To learn more about this system
see page 14

1-800-932-9811

To learn more about this system
see page 15

www.zwartsystems.ca
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TROUGH BENCHING

ROLLING OR STATIONARY? In the early 1970’s growers that used stationary
benches for plant production realised that there was a lot of un-used space in their
greenhouses. All the space left for walkways was expensive. So, the rolling bench
was invented, allowing for just one aisle that could “float” as the benches were
rolled over. Rolling benches for production changed the amount of revenue that
customers could get out of each square foot and continue today to keep business
owners competitive. We still sell some stationary benches but most of these
systems are used in retail situations.
There is a new style out there for the indoor grower…Glider Benches. Turn
to page 15 to learn more about this product!
TROUGH BENCHING Trough benching has been around since the 1980’s. The
Trough Benching System is the perfect ebb and flood system for many potted
plant cultivars. Trough tables are made with a slope of 4”/100’. Water is
introduced on the high side and flows downhill past the plants allowing the plants
to take it up through capillary action. The troughs are gapped to allow air flow
through the crop. Water several thousand square feet in just 8 min! This system is
also used for lettuce production.
INTEGRATION WITH RECIRCULATION As growers we should all be concerned
about our environment. Water is a precious resource and in many areas acquiring
clean water can be a costly process. Zwart has been working with growers to
recirculate their sub-irrigation water from table systems in a practical way for 35+
years. We have a great deal of experience designing systems that are not only
beneficial for our environment but also provide a return on investment for the
grower through cost savings in fertilizer, water and labour. Zwart Systems can
bundle a new bench system with a recirculation package, or we can design a
recirculation package to work with your existing table system.

‘We are
enthusiastic
customers of
Zwart Systems.
Recently we
purchased a
trough system
for a 60,000 ft²
retrofit for one of our
greenhouses in Mt Dora FL. In
spite of the serious disruption
caused by CV 19, AVG and his
team managed to out-perform,
and we were able to plant on
time. It was designed to be
simple to install and all the
prefabricated parts fit exactly.
For future expansions we will
consider using this application
again especially for growing in
small pots.’

Reach out to one of our sales staff today to start the discussion and let’s work
together toward environmental sustainability.
See this system on:
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John Albers
Amerigo Farms
Mt Dora, FL

EBB + FLOOD BENCHING

EXPLANATION OF EBB AND FLOOD BENCHING Ebb and flood benching has
been around since the 1950’s when benches were made of concrete and were
stationary. Benches today are much more sophisticated. Benches come in
varying lengths and are a cost-effective solution to an ever-changing market.
Whether you are growing mini 2” potted Kalanchoes or dealing with the large
planter pots, ebb and flood benching is flexible enough to allow almost any potted
plant to get sub-irrigated. FDA approved PVC polystyrene trays are inserted into
our standard bench systems. This system will lend itself to saving water and
fertilizer, and enhancing crop quality.
EBB AND FLOOD, OR DRAIN TO WASTE? There are times when ebb and flood
benches are used solely to collect run off water from a crop that has drip irrigation.
At some greenhouse operations the base system is small, and the ownership may
be unsure if it is fiscally responsible to recirculate. The water collected is minimal
and an argument could be made about if it makes financial sense to reintroduce
the lesser amount of water into the system or drain it to waste. There are many
considerations when deciding whether or not to recirculate water. Is this a
seasonal issue? Is there a lot of fertilizer being wasted? Is water expensive in your
area? Will government mandate zero waste?
The team at Zwart can help you navigate these questions and more to decide if it
makes sense now or if it will in the future and prepare a system that if not today
but soon in the future can be adapted to Zero run off systems.
For additional information on Re-circulation and Water Treatment
possibilities, please see pages 25 to 28 of this product catalogue.
See this system on:

‘We are thrilled
with our new
flood benches.
We love the
design and the
benches were
simple to
assemble. Some
might say a bench is a bench,
but it's a long-term investment
and we wanted to be sure to get
the best design for our
greenhouse. Zwart Systems
came to our location to help us
find a benching solution that
would best fit our production
needs. We couldn’t be more
pleased with our new benching,
the integrated water storage,
filtration and complete water
recirculation system.
Partnering with Zwart System is
the best decision we could have
made. Our crops have improved
a lot and our customers are
happy.
Thanks to the Zwart team!’

Gilles Paquette
Jardins Paquette
Sutton, PQ

1-800-932-9811

www.zwartsystems.ca
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EXPANDED METAL BENCHING

EXPANDED METAL BENCHING Expanded metal benches from Zwart Systems
are made from galvanized materials and are engineered for today’s work
environment. Benches are available as stationary benches, rolling benches, or
even as a glider (See page 16 for details on this new product). Expanded metal
benches are most commonly used for propagation spaces, retail applications, or
to support a drip system fed potted crop. Zwart benches can be constructed
directly on ground cover, they can be supported by a post hole, or benches can be
fastened to the concrete floor.
Zwart benches are constructed using aluminum side profile, anti-tip mechanisms,
roller stops, and durable HDPE formed corners that completely cover the rough
edges of the expanded metal to finish the bench. All benches have 6-8" of height
adjustment in the legs so growers can accommodate an uneven floor. The frame
structure used in expanded metal benching is the same style as is used for flood
benching and trough benching. No size is out of the question as every bench is
custom made to suit your layout.
Expanded metal tops are available in two different finishes, raised expanded
metal or flattened. Raised expanded metal is stronger, while flattened expanded
metal is nice for sliding trays without experiencing table snag. Cross supports on
raised expanded metal tables are spaced at 24". 16" spacing is required for
flattened metal installations to maintain the same level of table strength.
Installation is quite simple - you can do it yourself, or a Zwart installation team can
come in and install your new benches for you. Every bench package comes with
a complete set of drawings and assembly instructions - a video is also available
for reference. A drill, a ½" wrench, and a rubber mallet are the only tools you will
need. Smart, Simple, and durable benching.

We have
partnered with
Zwart Systems
on our many
expansion
projects
throughout the
United States.
On each project Zwart Systems
has worked with us to design
practical, cost effective solutions
to meet our growing needs. The
solutions ranged from simple,
quality expanded metal rolling
benches to complex custom
engineered irrigation and
filtration systems for our indoor
vertical growing systems and
greenhouses. Even though
some of these projects were
unique, Zwart Systems worked
with us to design and supply us
with innovative solutions.
Throughout the years Zwart
Systems has always provided us
with quality materials, designs,
and unsurpassed service. We
look forward to partnering with
Zwart Systems on our future
expansion projects.

Robert Hoffman
Shenandoah Growers
Rockingham, VA
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MULTI-LEVEL BENCHING

MULTI-LEVEL BENCHING Zwart Systems is constantly looking at the grower
industry from all angles. Now we are looking at it from all levels! Multi-level
benches and indoor farming have come a long way. The evolution of LED lighting
has opened up opportunities to grow on multiple levels. Zwart Systems was
involved with early multi-level growing projects in the lettuce farming sector, and
now we are working to implement this technology with growers of herbs,
cannabis, plug production and other micro greens.
The evolution continues. Where multi-level growing started using static two-level
benches the door has been opened to racks that glide across the floor with as
many as three levels. These gliding racks allow for wide path access to maintain
crop from lifts and capitalize on efficient use of space when vertical farming.
Zwart Systems multi-level benching is unique to the industry. We manufacture
one solid polystyrene tray from the front to the back of the rack! This allows for
easier cleaning, simple irrigation adaptation, greater rigidity and higher yields.
Parts for this system are laser cut, producing clean and precise cuts that are easy
to assemble. The entire multi-level bench structure is made from pre-galvanized
materials. The bench deck is manufactured using the same parts and pieces as
all our other table systems. Each tabletop is finished with an aluminum side profile
and rounded HDPE corners. Multi-level benches move smoothly from position to
position by manually pushing the rack.
Provide Zwart Systems with a CAD drawing of your growing area and our
designers will illustrate a system that fits perfectly in the space!
See this system on:

The multi-level
benching has
allowed the
team to utilize
limited space
and maximize
the potential of
the vegetative
plant growth cycle. Not only the
benching, but the success of
implementing multiple irrigation
methods on the benching have
allowed us to do more with less
while focusing on what matters
most; plant health. This wouldn’t
have been possible if we didn’t
have a multi-level benching
system with our project/building
limitations. The team at Zwart
didn’t simply supply us
equipment and walk away, but
helped us understand how to be
successful with vertical growing’

John Paolella
Colorado Green
Boulder, CO

1-800-932-9811

www.zwartsystems.ca
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GLIDER SERIES BENCHING

NEW Product for the Cannabis Industry
GLIDER SERIES BENCHING Zwart Systems prides itself
on being responsive to an ever-changing industry. Our new
Glider Series of benching is a direct result of growers asking
us for something a little different than what we already
manufacture and sell.
The rolling bench is a standard table system and has been
used in the greenhouse industry for decades. Very little has
changed from its original concept. In fact, many of our first
benches have been in operation through several
generations of growers!
With traditional rolling benches, the table legs are fixed to
the floor and the top rolls side to side to expose a walkway.
Using the rolling bench structure, tabletop movement is
restricted to 1/3 of the table width. This works very well with
72" (or wider) tables, but many indoor farming projects
prefer a 48" or 60" table width. In order to achieve a
minimum path width of 24" while also maximizing growing

area, a traditional rolling bench system will create wasted
production space when using a 48" or 60" table.
Enter the Glider Bench Series. This new benching system is
constructed using a reinforced galvanized steel framework
and stands on a wheel+track system. Centre legs are fitted
with solid smooth wheels, and end legs are fitted with special
V-grooved wheels that ride over a floor mounted aluminum
inverted V-track. Glider Bench lengths are customizable
from 8ft up to 30ft, and glide smoothly side-to-side to expose
a 24" walkway. Rooms can be designed with a wider walk to
meet specific building code requirements. No more wasted
space!
Glider Series Benching can be topped using Trough, Ebb
and Flood or Expanded Metal, and can also be designed as
a multi-level system.

See this system on:
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MULTI-LEVEL GLIDER SERIES BENCHING

‘Working with Zwart Systems has
been a pleasure.

Maximum Multi-level Height: 12' 5"
2 Bench Width Options: 48" (= 44" grow surface)

From design to installation their
knowledgeable staff has made
the entire process of getting our
hydroponic rolling bench system
up and running a breeze.

52" (= 48" growing surface)
Maximum Benching Length: 30'

2x

3x
68"

44" or 48"

45"

We decided to go with Zwart
because of the quality of their
products and we will be staying
with them because of the high
quality service.’

Richard Clement, CEO

44" or 48"
44" or 48"
48"

MTL Cannabis
Pointe Claire, PQ

68"
24"

48"

45"

44" or 48"

44" or 48"

48" or 52"

48" or 52"

45"

Increase production square footage without increasing building size!

1-800-932-9811

www.zwartsystems.ca
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CYCLONE
NUTRIENT INJECTION
PUMP SETS
APPLICATIONS

NUTRIENT
MANAGEMENT

Vegetable production

Water in fertilizer stock tanks
can evaporate changing the
concentration of stock solution.
Stock tanks can empty, and
watering can continue without
knowledge that the tanks are
empty. Injectors can be drawing
from the wrong stock tanks for
hours before anyone realizes,
and worst of all, stock tanks can
be blended incorrectly. All these
mistakes hurt your bottom line in
big ways.

Substrate production

Accurate delivery of nutrients
to plants is our niché area of
specialty. Let Zwart Systems
help you understand the
benefits of managing plant
food delivery.

Flower production
Multiple crop production
Ebb and flow systems

PROPORTIONAL
INJECTION
FEATURES
Portable or stationary systems
Durable, rugged construction
Portable dosatron carts have a
sturdy no-tip design
Corrosion resistant materials

SPECIFICATIONS

BENEFITS

14, 20, 40 and 100 GPM

Accurate dosing

Dosatron injectors

Variable flow capacity

Tank selection

Will interface with different
computer controls

Pre-assembled for easy install

Integrated irrigation

SYSTEM OPTIONS

Stock solution flexibility
Optional constant control

Fibreglass stock tanks, various
sizes available

FEATURES

EC and pH BlueLabs
monitoring

Stainless steel system pumps
Epoxy coated steel filters

Zwart Systems can install on
site

Twin EC, pH sensors, control,
and guard

Computer in-line monitor

Units from 40 GPM to 600
GPM

Zwart Systems stocks
dosatron parts and
services all models

Flow sensors
Stainless steel frame
High quality valves, fittings and
components
Fibreglass or poly mixing tanks
To learn more about this system
see page 19
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To learn more about this system
see page 20
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pH CORRECTION

STOCK TANKS
AND AGITATORS

FEATURES
Allows plants to absorb more
nutrients efficiently
Corrects fresh water, not just
fertilized water
Better for misting
Balances changeable rain or
well water

FIBREGLASS
STOCK TANKS
Available sizes (in litres):
600 1000 2200 3500 4500
5500
Square or Rectangular
*Optional lid
(with or without hinge)

SYSTEM OPTIONS

*Optional legs on all sizes

Can be integrated with
environmental computer
Optional stand-alone controller
Single probe or dual probe
control

POLY STOCK TANKS

ECA SYSTEM
APPLICATIONS
Prevention of biofilm in
irrigation systems
Control and prevention
of bacteria, root and
fungal diseases
Improvement of water quality in
water recycling systems
Post-harvest treatment of cut
flowers
Can be used at a different
concentration for the purpose
of wash down of growing areas

12, 20, and 50-gallon
capacities

NANO BUBBLER

Round tank design
Semi-transparent

FOG SYSTEM
FEATURES

AGITATOR OPTIONS

Custom manufactured to fit
your system requirements

Compressed air

Quality stainless steel
construction

Programable intervals and run
time

Mechanical agitation

Electrical interface panel
included with all fog systems
Fog units can treat areas from
500 sq ft to 2 acres

* 110V power source required
for agitator installations

APPLICATIONS
Prevention of biofilm in
irrigation systems
Increases disolved oxygen of
process water beyond 35%
Skid mounted unit for ease of
installation
Can be adapted to both small
and large water reservoirs
Can be used in ponds to
improve pond water quality

System pump controlled by
frequency drives and runs at
1000 psi

To learn more about these
systems see page 21

To learn more about these
systems see page 22

1-800-932-9811

www.zwartsystems.ca

To learn more about these
systems see pages 23-24
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CYCLONE NUTRIENT INJECTION | PUMP SETS

Proportional injector systems are an effective way to deliver necessary nutrients
to your crop through the irrigation system. One way in which proportional
systems can fall short is in human error - stock solution can be made inconsistent
from batch to batch. Injectors can fall out of calibration over time and irrigation
will continue to run without alarm warnings when the stock solution is weak,
strong, or empty. A second way proportional injectors can be thrown out of
calibration is a result of wear and tear on the equipment caused by fertilizer
viscosity in the stock solution.
CYCLONE NUTRIENT INJECTION The Zwart
Systems Cyclone System takes out human error
possibilities in proportional injection. These
Nutrient Injection
computer-controlled units consistently deliver
temperature compensated EC/pH monitored fertilizers, track progress, graph
history and send alarms when EC/pH set points are not achieved.
Cyclone Pump Sets work with your farm’s environmental computer - Ridder,
Argus, Hoogendorn and Priva - to provide your farm with a seamless irrigation
package.
Zwart Systems has designed and built custom fertilizer injection pump sets for
virtually every flow range and every crop imaginable. From small 40GPM
systems to much larger 700GPM units, we have designed and built them all.
A, B acid mixing tank or single element feed systems
Venturi and motor-valve fed systems
Pump and stack fed systems with dosing valve
Re-circulating batch tank systems
Direct-inject units with frequency drive injector pumps

‘Optimal efficiency, and
production costs are of utmost
importance in an industry where
consistent high quality is
mandatory.
A very important part of the
quality control at AtlantiCann can
be attributed to our irrigation and
fertigation system designed and
installed by Zwart Systems. The
ability to formulate our own
recipes allows us to tweak them
when necessary, adjusting
variables based on how plants
respond. Our Zwart irrigation and
fertigation system is extremely
reliable. Zwart’s experience in
the food and floral industry gives
them great insight on what is,
and what is not going to work.
Our Zwart units have never failed
us; they are very well crafted with
high value components.’

Anthony Giardino
AtlantiCann | Halifax, NS

Zwart Systems can design a unit that fits your farm requirement. We offer soft
start motors or variable frequency drive controls, dual system pumps for
emergency back-up, direct acid injection (no mixing!) and manual or
computer-controlled pre-EC blending valves.
Zwart Systems offers complete installation and service of all our Cyclone Series
of Pump Set Systems. Talk to one of our sales consultants today to see how we
can design a unit that is just right for you!
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PROPORTIONAL INJECTION

PROPORTIONAL INJECTION From single Dosatron units to comprehensive
Dosatron systems, Dosatron has been the proportional injector of choice for
Zwart systems for over 25 years. These reliable and low-cost injectors are simple
to operate and rely only on your water system’s pressure to provide accurate
injection of your pre-mixed fertilizer solutions.
PARALLEL SYSTEM Zwart Systems Scrolling Dosatron integrates a small PLC
and flow meter to allow the Dosatron to activate or deactivate as water volume
flow rates change over the irrigation day. As an example, this system can be
designed using four (4) 40gpm Dosatrons plumbed in parallel and scrolled to
open, adjusting the flowrate evenly from a minimal rate of 10 gpm up to a max
flow rate of 160 gpm. This system evens out fertilizer delivery throughout the
irrigation period.
SERIES SYSTEM Pre plumbed units incorporate Dosatrons plumbed in series
for A/B applications.

‘Dosatron
injectors are a
cost-effective
way for
Willowbrook to
get accurate
and reliable
fertilizer
injection into our irrigation cycles.
We rely on Zwart Systems for the
parts and service to keep our
Dosatrons running for years.’

OPTIONS on proportional injection systems include an all-in-one combined
system designed to include fresh water pumps on one frame; EC/pH monitoring
via a BlueLabs monitoring kit can be added for quick view of water/fertilizer mix;
or a sensor loop can be added that is compatible with your environmental control
computer to log and alarm through your farms environmental control computer.

Jack DeVries
Willowbrook Nurseries
Fenwick, ON

DOSATRON CART SYSTEMS are designed to make proportional fertilizing and
fungicide applications portable. Made with a stainless-steel frame and your
choice of pneumatic or solid tires and with a low centre-of gravity, these carts are
rugged and reliable. We offer your choice of 14GPM, 20GPM or 40GPM
injectors, with either a single 20Gal tank or 2 x 12Gal tanks for solutions. Each
cart comes with a filter to protect your Dosatron, hose connections that are either
threaded or quick-coupling and a 10’ supply hose. A watering wand storage tube
is also added for your convenience.
Many growers want to be able to fertilize just a bench or an area or perhaps use
a fungicide on only one crop. This can be difficult if your injection system uses a
common mainline to supply all areas. Some growers have mounted proportional
injectors on hand-carts with a pail for supply or used a wagon but if you ever
pulled on a hose and watched your cart tip over and your injector crack as it hits
the ground, you would know why we developed a Dosatron Cart that will last a
lifetime. Dosatron carts are for fertigation on the go. Discover the difference
Dosatron can make in your greenhouse, garden center, or nursery.

1-800-932-9811

www.zwartsystems.ca
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pH CORRECTION

pH is an important detail in plant nutrient uptake. Zwart
systems has designed a pH LOOP SYSTEM to help
manage the pH level in irrigation water.
If your farm irrigates using rainwater you may be low in pH
whereas, if you use lake water or well water your pH may be
high. Fertilizer selection should be your first step to
correcting your pH. If fertilizer selection cannot get you
where you need to be, a Zwart System pH LOOP may be
the answer you are looking for.

The pH LOOP circulates a tank and constantly checks for
the pH level. If the level is not within the setpoint then the
injector will add acid as needed to correct the water until it
settles back into your setpoint. You can use any type of acid
or base through the system and have a consistent water
quality that will set your crop up for success from the start!
See this system on:

ULTRA COOL FOG

The ULTRACOOL FOG SYSTEM utilizes evaporation to
cool and humidify dry hot air. Water is filtered through a
properly sized cartridge and is atomized through a tiny
nozzle cavity at 1000 psi. Greenhouse temperatures can be
dropped to effectively reduce stress on the crop.

The ULTRACOOL FOG SYSTEM can be integrated with
your environmental computer and can be controlled within
specific parameters.

Custom manufactured to fit your system requirements
Quality stainless steel construction is corrosion resistant
Excellent for maintaining humidity set points
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STOCK TANKS

STOCK TANKS Zwart Systems carries two types of stock
tanks; fibreglass and poly. Constructed in a square (or
rectangular) shape with rounded corners, fibreglass tanks
are an easy to clean durable product. They are used to hold
bulk stock solutions. Fibreglass tanks are available in 600,
1000, 2200, 3500, 4500 and 5500 litre capacities. All
fibreglass tanks have an available lid option, and optional
legs can be added to the tank. Poly tanks are designed for
small batch mixing - these round tanks are semi-translucent

allowing growers to see stock solution levels. Poly tanks are
available in 12, 20, and 50-gallon capacities. All poly tanks
come with lids. Add an optional agitator to automate mixing
in your fertilizer solution and to maintain fertilizer
suspension.
Zwart recommends using lidded tanks to eliminate
evaporation from the stock solution, as evaporation will
unbalance
fertilizer
concentration.
When
running
proportional injectors this is especially a concern because
the dosing rate changes.

STOCK TANK AGITATORS

STOCK TANK AGITATORS Zwart Systems has come up
with a simple solution to an age-old problem. How many
farms have you been to and seen a boat paddle sticking out
the stock tank? Perhaps yours is one of them!
No need to be ashamed, the boat paddle works! If however
you would like an automatic solution for fertilizer mixtures
settling to the bottom of your stock tanks, give Zwart
Systems a call. We have designed two simple solutions to
make this tedious task an automatic one!

1-800-932-9811

AIR AGITATION Using compressed air off your farm’s own
standard air compressor and power from a 110V outlet, your
manual paddle system can be replaced with an automatic
stock tank agitator. This product is inexpensive when
compared to mechanical mixers. It will not rust and there are
no moving parts to maintain.
MECHANICAL AGITATION Mechanical agitators utilize a ½
hp 115v motor lubricated with food grade oil. This motor is
stabilized by stainless steel frame construction and is
fastened to the lid of the tank. The motor runs, slowly turning
a stainless paddle to agitate tank solution, keeping it mixed
and in suspension. This system easily adapts to any Zwart
supplied stock tank.

www.zwartsystems.ca
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CHLORINSITU ECA SYSTEM

WHAT IS ECA?
Electrolysis of potassium chloride results in an Electro Chemical Activated
(ECA) water. ECA water is produced freshly on-site and is immediately used for
safe and effective disinfection and cleaning of irrigation systems. Without effective
cleaning treatment, biofilm will exist throughout the water system - in pipelines,
storage tanks, sprinklers and drip systems.
In addition to causing clogging problems in plumbing lines, biofilm is a breeding
ground for plant pathogenic bacteria, fungi and viruses. Via the water supply
these pathogens can attack plants at their roots. Biofilm in water can be
eliminated by ECA injection.
ECA water is produced using electricity, softened water, and potassium chloride.
The Chlorinsitu ECA System produces ECA water in its purest form and is an
effective, safe and economical method of providing clean, safe water for all
horticultural crops.
BIOFILM PREVENTION AND CONTROL Biofilm is a growing concern in the
greenhouse industry. This self-generating bacterial film attaches itself to the
inside of pipes, sprinklers, drippers, nozzles, sieves, valves, and storage tanks in
the greenhouse watering system. Drain heaters and Ultraviolet (UV) units do not
have an effect on biofilm because neither system has a long-term effect on the
water system. The concerns of biofilm growth and its negative effects on plant
production can be successfully eliminated using our plant safe potassium chloride
based ECA Injection System.
USING AN ECA INJECTION SYSTEM The ECA Injection System creates
controlled electro-chemically activated water. ECA water contains free active
chlorine as potassium-hypochlorite and hypochlorous acid. ECA water is a highly
effective free chlorine oxidant which reacts with and eliminates all kinds of
micro-organisms. The free-active chlorine in ECA water combats biofilm and
pathogens by oxidizing all organic compounds in irrigation water.
Micro-organisms will no longer attach themselves to clean water pipes. An ECA
Injection System supplies a safe and controlled dosage of ECA water to crops.
The free active chlorine components from the electrolyzed potassium chloride
returns potassium as fertilizer and will contribute to healthy plant growth.

ECA IS THE
GROWERS
SOLUTION
FOR A HEALTHY
BACTERIA-FREE
AND VIRUS-FREE
WATER SYSTEM
‘We have been
using ECA as an
integral part of
our fertigation
system for
several years
now. There are
numerous
benefits for the plants and also
for system maintenance. The
explosive growth and health of
the root zone are unlike what we
have seen with any other
product. We have cracked plastic
pots with the force of the root
growth!’

Alessandro Cesario
GTI Grows | Las Vegas, NV

See this system on:
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VORTEX NANO BUBBLER

Untreated
RO Water

WHAT ARE NANO-BUBBLES?
NANO BUBBLES are tiny spherical cap-shaped bubbles with diameters less than
100 nm that have the ability to change the normal characteristics of water. They
have several unique physical and mechanical features, including stability, high
internal pressure, extremely large surface/volume ratio, high oxygen dissolution
rate, and generation of free radicals. The peculiar attributes of nanobubbles has
led to their wide application and utilization in various agricultural applications
which are proven to be with high economic potential.

The VORTEX NANO BUBBLER SYSTEM scrubs the waters atmosphere for pure
oxygen. Through our patent-pending vortex technology it applies force to the
oxygen, pulverizing the O2 into the irrigation water, and creating Nano Bubbles.
By doing this the O2 stays in suspension even when going through several
process of an irrigation system.

NANO BUBBLES help organisms absorb oxygen and
become more active.
OXYGEN NANO BUBBLES promote the growth of
micro-organisms and expedite the breakdown of
organic matter.
By improving the efficiencies of water treatment growers
can increase the nutrient uptake in plants, see improved
plant health and root quality, and reduced chemical usage.

24 hours after
treating water with
O2 nano bubbles

THE SCIENCE
BEHIND NANO
BUBBLES
An ordinary bubble (1mm diameter)
will quickly rise to the waters surface
and collapse. Based on the Brownian
Motion Particle Theory, nano bubbles
will randomly drift and remain in
liquids for an extended period of time
without being affected by buoyancy.

NANO BUBBLES produce Reactive
Oxygen Species (ROS). These
oxygen radicals and hydroxyl radicals
help to eliminate hard to kill
pathogens.
Micro Bubbles

Dirt

Micro Bubbles

Nano Bubbles

Dirt

Nano Bubbles

At 1-billionth of a meter, nano bubbles
can delve deep into surface
imperfections that even micrometer
size bubbles can not reach. Nano
bubbles dig out and remove dirt and
odors, leaving a clean surface behind.

1-800-932-9811

www.zwartsystems.ca
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FILTRATION

WATER CONTROL
AND STORAGE
OVERVIEW
Water is a simple product. It
is something we all need, and
it is a valuable resource to any
type of plant production. The
question often is how to treat
water so that it is optimal for
plant growth. Several water
quality issues can be
attributed to the water source.
Pond, well, municipal, and
rainwater sources all have
unique aspects that require
different attention. Zwart
Systems has over 50 years of
experience in managing these
variables and can get it done
right the first time!

RE-CIRCULATION

SPECIFICATIONS

FEATURES

Manual or automatic screen
filters for high and low flows

Dramatically reduce fertilizer
input costs

Cloth filters for open ended
systems

Reduce water usage

Sieve filters for open ended
systems

Self-contained systems

Sand filters
Flow rates from 1-1,000 GPM
CSA Approved

BENEFITS
Cleaner water helps crops
perform better
Cleaner water aids in greater
crop uniformity

No by-products
Accurate pre-EC blending
Helps meet federal
regulations
Environmentally responsible

OPTIONS
Filtration
Storage tanks large and small
(Steel or poly)

Cleaner water reduces
maintenance

Leachate water reintroduction

Filtration options are from 5
micron to 400 micron

Farm grey process water
reuse

Used in all applications from
aquaponics to field production

UV sterilization

Automated systems provide
uninterrupted irrigation cycles

Integrates with ozone systems

Manual systems provide low
cost solutions

Ebb and flood systems

Oxidiser injection systems
Complete design and install
available

FEATURES
Solid construction
Simple installation

To learn more about this system
see page 27
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To learn more about this system
see page 28
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PUMP STATIONS AND
VALVE MANIFOLDS

WATER STORAGE
BENEFITS AND USES

BENEFITS

Economical water storage

From a centralized irrigation
room, growers can direct
varying recipes to multiple
zone locations

Simple construction

Manifolds can be built on site
or prefabricated in our factory

Fresh water storage reserve
Return water storage
Hold tank for pH adjustment
or fertilized water

AERATORS
POND+CISTERN
AERATOR
REQUIREMENTS
110V 1/3 HP required

BENEFITS
Will aerate up to a 2-acre
pond
Reduces the presence of
algae

Pump stations can be made to
pump fresh or fertilized water

SPECIFICATIONS

FEATURES

Chemical resistant liner

Ship pre-assembled and
mounted on a stainless-steel
frame

Corrosion resistant metal
Anti-algae cover

Can be spread across 3 tanks
up to 100,000 gallons each

Constructed using pumps with
variable frequency drives to
meet fluctuating flow rates
smoothly

OPTIONS

AERATOR OPTIONS

CSA Approved

Clear poly tanks

Over 175 sizes to choose
from

Pre-galvanized steel tank
Black poly tanks
Floating or Rigid cover
Overflow Pipe

OPTIONS

Suction screens

Manual or automated valve
selection

Solid roof attachment

Available lead-lag control for
low and high flow situations

Improves water
Increases oxygen in water
Simple to install

1, 2, or 3 diffusers
Increase dissolved oxygen to
11ppm
Suitable for use in above
ground tanks or cisterns
Low maintenance
CSA Approved

Base ring, or all rings coated
with an anti-rust protectant

Supplied with 2 pumps to
make up your max flow (50%
back-up) or 2 pumps that will
each meet maximum flow
(100% back-up)
To learn more about this system
see page 29

To learn more about this system
see page 30

1-800-932-9811

To learn more about this system
see page 30

www.zwartsystems.ca
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FILTRATION

FILTRATION Incorporating filtration into your system is cost effective insurance
that protects your equipment and provides clean water to your plants. Zwart
Systems carries Amiad filters for high quality filtration on pressurized systems. We
manufacture Free Flow Cloth Filters for heavy debris filled recirculation systems.
Reko sieve bow filters can be added as a prefiltration or final filtration solution.
Whether it is a small cartridge filter on a basket drip system, or a large filter for
high flow rates Zwart Systems has the filter for you!

Constructed of stainless steel, the Free Flow Cloth Filter system is the perfect fit for
filtering process water. The Free Flow Cloth Filter is useful in multiple applications.
From filtering reclaimed runoff, to produce wash water, to vegetable reclaim water,
to ebb and flood systems, pond water and so much more. Free Flow Filters are a
low maintenance, high quality filter that will operate problem free for years to come.
The Free Flow Cloth Filter reduces particulate in the water to as low as 5 microns,
even when processing large water volumes. This unit will work effectively for the
basic water needs of a smaller greenhouse operation, and the high-volume needs
of a flood floor system. The Free Flow Cloth Filter will make any sterilization more
effective.
The Free Flow Cloth Filter is CSA and UL approved and meets all electrical
requirements for use in North America.
Cloth filters offer the finest filtration and are ideal for recirculation systems, but there
are applications where that level of filtration is not required. Zwart Systems also
offers Reko Sieve Filters for ebb and flood systems to manage high and low flows
in several levels of filtration. We also carry a full line of manually operated or fully
automatic Amiad Screen Filters in several levels of filtration ideal for use in a
multitude of applications.

‘The Free Flow Cloth Filters from
Zwart are an excellent option for
us as we try to eliminate
wastewater at our facility and do
not have any good options for
the disbursement of the water
associated with a backflow
feature on many other types of
maintenance free filtration
systems.
The filter we installed in 2016
has not required any
maintenance since it's
installation, and the variety of
cloth options that Zwart has
available has allowed us to find
the optimal balance between flow
and filtration that our operation
requires.
We've been very pleased with
this equipment and will continue
to use them in multiple
applications moving forward.’

Dirk Vis
Sunshine Greenhouses

Contact your Zwart representative to find out what style of filtration system
would be best suited to your production facility.
See this system on:
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Medicine Hat, AB

RE-CIRCULATION

RECIRCULATION Did you know that in 2010 the Government of Ontario
(Canada) legislated that all greenhouse water must be reused? Recirculation has
become a big industry topic. Whether it is to recycle water on a simple closed loop
ebb and flood system or a more complex farm plan, the Zwart Systems team has
the expertise to help convert a farm that recycles no water to a farm that gets it all
back to the last drop. There are many roads to take when going on the quest for
recirculation.
Zwart Systems knows that re-circulation is not only about saving on fertilizer and
water costs, it's also about saving our future. For some growers, such as those on
flood floors or flood benches, re-circulation is a common and integral part of their
system. For others it is a legislated requirement in order to get building permits
and water rights or even to avoid fines. But in all cases, there is a payback in both
the obvious environment impact but also in fertilizer and water costs.
Zwart Systems can help you design the best system for maximizing the value of
re-using any drain water you may have while at the same time protecting your
crops. The key components to re-circulation include collection systems, pumping
systems, filtration options, drain water storage, treatment options and cleaned
drain water re-introduction. Tools such as drain volume and EC monitoring can
also help you be more efficient with your irrigation programs.

‘Zwart Systems
is a strategic
partner for us to
ensure best
practice with our
water systems.
By sharing our
grower
experience and needs with their
expertise we continue to optimize
our water systems. We know
working with Zwart Systems will
enable us to continue to be an
industry leader.’

Marcel Boonekamp
Green Circle | Oberlin, OH

Filtration options include screen filters, sieve filters, self-actuated filters and cloth
filters. Water treatment options include ECA (page 23), UV and ozone.
Zwart Systems can show you the best options for your farm and work with you to
put together a safe, effective system that will help you now and help the planet for
future generations!

1-800-932-9811

www.zwartsystems.ca
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PUMP STATIONS

PUMP STATIONS Many greenhouses struggle to maintain a
consistent water pressure when the demand for water flow
changes on the farm. This leads to uneven boom flow rates,
inconsistent nozzle output, and it frustrates those who are
hand watering. Zwart Systems has designed a complete line
of freshwater pumping stations and recipe pumping stations
to help in correcting this problem. Whether the flow rate is 5
gpm or 300 gpm+, installing a Pump Station will
increase/decrease water flow smoothly while maintaining a
set pressure.

Pump stations are shipped pre-assembled and mounted on
a stainless-steel frame for a clean, professional look. They
are simple to install and easy-to-use. Connect the Pump
Station suction line to your water supply, and its discharge
line to the main line that supplies water throughout the farm.
Thermal protection switches on the pumps will prevent
over-heating if your supply tank/cistern runs dry.

VALVE MANIFOLDS

VALVE MANIFOLDS As production facilities get larger, so
does the need for a centralized irrigation system. Efficiency
in time savings, space savings and safety become key
factors. But how can the grower treat each zone with a
different fertilizer without having a separate fertigation
system for all zones? The answer: Valve Manifolds.
Adding a Valve Manifold allows the grower to choose from
several
fertilizer
injectors
(proportional
or

computer-controlled) to send crop treatments to any zone. A
single fertilizer injection system can create multiple
pre-mixed recipe tanks. A pumping station connected to
each recipe tank sends treatments to grow zones. Each of
these different feeds form the supply lines to the manifold.
Fresh water can also be connected to the supply system and
sent to any zone.
Valves can be manual ball-valves or automated solenoid
valves. Frequency of recipe change should determine which
valve option is the better choice for your farm.
Zwart Systems will design and build your custom valve
manifold in our shop. Delivered pre-assembled on a
stainless-steel frame makes the valve manifold installation
simple and quick. Let Zwart Systems help simplify your
irrigation process!
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WATER STORAGE

WATER STORAGE Farms in North America are
experiencing water shortages and/or rising water costs.
Water silos are a cost-effective solution to store water. If you
have on site wells a water silo allows wells to run
continuously, filling a water buffer large enough to store
water to irrigate an entire farm for a day. Farms with gutter
connect greenhouses can collect free rainwater that would
otherwise drain away. By installing water silos farms can
turn free rainwater into a valuable advantage. With
stored water, you will have irrigation water you can

AERATORS

control on your own terms.
All water silos have a coated bottom ring and access points
located in the floor. A silo can be buried up to 36” to help
stabilize outdoor installations, or to gain more water storage
in indoor installations. Silos can store up to 1.7 million litres
(470,000 gallons) of water. Smaller poly tank installations
are also available. Fabric, floating and hard covers are
available for all water silos. Contact Zwart Systems to find
the right solution for your water storage needs.

POND COVERS

AERATORS Rainwater falls from the heavens at at an ideal
9 ppm of dissolved oxygen. When a farm has large water
storage ponds, water silos, or even large poly tanks, water
can stand for long periods of time and become stagnant.
Dissolved oxygen levels will begin to drop. When these
levels drop below 5 ppm growers will have a breeding
ground for pathogens.
There are many technologies that can increase dissolved
oxygen levels in irrigation water, but none do it more
efficiently than the diaphragm aerator (pictured). This piece
of equipment will maintain levels at 9 - 12 ppm of dissolved
oxygen in ponds up to 2 acres in size and can be valved to
run up to three air stones set in three smaller tanks off of
one aeration kit. If you can maintain a healthy amount of
dissolved oxygen in your water storage you have a healthy
irrigation source. Call your sales rep today for pricing.

1-800-932-9811

POND COVERS Ponds are a farms cheapest irrigation
water storage option. Pond water can suffer from low
dissolved oxygen levels and even when the pond is
aerated, it is often not enough to increase the water quality
to be a good water source. The decreased dissolved
oxygen level in pond water is caused by increased algae
and bacteria, typically added to by wildlife flying in and
adding natural fertilizer to the pond.
What grows Algae? Light, fertilizer and heat. By adding a
pond cover you can reduce two of these effects on the pond
water. Even the dirtiest pond in the hottest time of year can
see a big recovery in only one month by adding a cover.
You will also reduce evaporation and time on cleaning
filters. You will have a higher quality of irrigation water, and
that’s what counts in the end!

www.zwartsystems.ca
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ZWART WIRE PRODUCTS

Zwart Systems is your source for high quality wire forming. Using the finest CNC 3D wire forming equipment,
Zwart is capable of forming varying gauges of wire in custom shapes and sizes, in both low and high volume runs.
Our forming equipment allows us the flexibility to service many different industries.
• CROP WIRE HOOKS
• CROP TRAINING TRELLIS
• HANGING BASKET SUSPENSION HOOKS
• MAIN LINE HOOKS
• SUPPORT HOOKS
• GROUND COVER STAPLES
• MANDEVILLA HOOPS

Zwart Systems is dedicated to providing quality products at
competitive prices, offering the very best service to our customers.
Let us work with you to provide custom wire bending solutions!
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TAVA | MOVING TABLE SYSTEMS

MOVING TABLES
AVAILABLE SYSTEMS
AND COMPONENTS
MOVING TABLE SYSTEMS are an excellent way to transport product around
the greenhouse, and in and out of the warehouse in an efficient manner. These
systems are used around the world and are the preferred system for the
professional grower. Moving Table Systems can be modified to accommodate
ever changing growing and shipping requirements. Table configurations can be
built as a manual system to start and can be expanded to include automation.
Growers can maximize square footage of production area using automated plant
robots to infinitely space crops, resulting in more plant turn over per square foot
annually. Moving Table Systems with liner construction can be sub-irrigated,
recirculating water and improving labour and fertilizer efficiencies.
There are many component options to a Moving Table System. Systems can be
designed as ebb and flood helping growers to improve the health of a crop with
automatic water re-circulation. Our parent company, Zwart Systems specializes
in complete re-circulation packages for Ebb and Flood Moving Table Systems.
OVERHEAD CRANE units, also referred to as a hanging stacker/destacker, are
an important part of optimizing an automated system and they maximize the use
of valuable floor space.

Tables
Ebb and Flood
Overhead Crane
Lifts
Transport Lines
Vehicles
Robots
Table Washers

BENEFITS
Higher yield
Improved crop hygiene
Stronger plugs
Reduced labour costs
Reduced error rate

LIFT SYSTEMS can be incorporated to move tables between growing levels
TRANSPORT LINES move tables from one part of the system to another. These
can be set up as a manual system or an automated system.
TABLE VEHICLES can be incorporated to independently execute the transport
of tables from one rail track to another.
ROBOTS automatically place product on your greenhouse tables and can be
added to a Moving Table System whether you use pots, trays, flats or plugs.
Visit www.tavasystems.com to view videos on
how automation technology can work for you!

TAVA Systems specializes in
greenhouse automation, and provides
greenhouse expansion consulting,
design, and planning services for
growers in Canada and the USA.

See this system on:

FEATURES
Custom sized for your crop
and your growing space!

AVAILABLE OPTIONS
Expanded metal
Plastic tray
Aluminum tray
Styrofoam
Metal netting

Enhance
your overall
production!

TAVA is a division of Zwart Systems
a division of Zwart Systems

Greenhouse Automation Specialists

www.tavasystems.com
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TAVA | CONVEYOR SYSTEMS

CONVEYOR SYSTEMS
AVAILABLE SYSTEMS
Permanent Belt Conveyors
CONVEYOR BELTS continue to lead the way in return on investment due to the
high labour savings. Conveyors set the pace and make your employees part of a
system, moving plant materials at a consistent pace. A grower can control the
rate of speed workers are performing with belts instead of letting the labourers
set the pace. Whether using a belt to connect two pieces of equipment, using
rollers to move product on a planting line, or transporting product in and around
the greenhouses, using conveyor belts will speed up the process, provide quick
payback, and improve your greenhouse efficiency.

Portable Belt Conveyors

PERMANENT BELT CONVEYOR SYSTEMS are easy to operate. Their durable
quality components and superior system design are trademarks of TAVA
Systems. TAVA belt frames are made of aluminum, the components are made of
stainless steel and the roller bed is made of high impact PVC. Belt controls
include a forward, reverse and variable speed option. This system is also
available as a PORTABLE BELT CONVEYOR SYSTEM which provides
flexibility in uses for your conveyor system.

Quick investment payback

ROLLER CONVEYORS are an efficient and cost-effective choice for cutting
labour costs and getting product moving around faster in your facility. Variables
in roller spacing, corners, stands and bump stops can be customized for specific
functions such as boxing lines, flats and trays, or plug lines.

Variable speed control box

See this system on:

Roller Conveyors
Specialty Conveyors

BENEFITS
Labour savings
Steady production stream

FEATURES
Aluminum frame construction
Movable and fixed angle
sections
Lifting system components
Corner guides
Post brackets

Belt and Conveyor Systems improve efficiency and save money.
Install belt and conveyor systems to improve production in:
• Planting line belts
• Watering tunnels
• Mainline belts

• Buffer belts
• Plant delivery systems
• In-feed and out-feed on soil lines

Carts for transportation
and belt storage

Increase
your overall
efficiency!

a division of Zwart Systems
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TAVA | VERTICAL FARMING

VERTICAL FARMING
AVAILABLE SYSTEMS
GUARANTEED SUPPLY OF FRESH, HIGH QUALITY CROPS Water scarcity
and climate change have made the availability of quality products unpredictable
worldwide. In order to guarantee a reliable and predictable supply of fresh,
high-quality crops, more and more vertical farms are being built. In vertical farms,
a constant climate is maintained, and water is reused as much as possible. By
growing in height, the available cultivation space is used efficiently.
State-of-the-art LED lighting is combined with ebb and flood or hydroponic
technology. The result is the most flexible, reliable and predictable supply of
fresh, high-quality products ever.
PERFECT CONTROL OVER THE CULTIVATION PROCESS A vertical farm
enables you to fully control the environment of the plant because there are no
external influences. Light, energy and water are used in the most efficient
manner, leading to a very small ecological footprint from the crop. TAVA has built
a strong reputation in designing, engineering and installing solutions for vertical
farms.
SAFE PRODUCE ALL YEAR ROUND In a vertical farm the use of water and
fertilizers is kept to a minimum, contributing to sustainable growth. The safest
and highest quality produce can be delivered within a short period, and
year-round.
WELL-THOUGHT-OUT DESIGN TAVA begins each project with a
well-thought-out design. This is crucial for the development and delivery of
multi-layer systems in vertical farms. Our logistic solutions make sure the space
is used in the most efficient way. Automatic lifts and automatic vehicles ensure
fast and reliable container transport between multiple layers. Automation of
logistics not only reduces the margin of error, but also saves on labour costs.
TAVA cooperates with your partners to develop special lighting for growing crops
in vertical farms. In a vertical farm, the light spectrum can change per layer,
which results in rapid and even crop growth. With our engineers
See this system on:
we can work with your LED supplier to achieve the best results.

TAVA Systems vertical farming
system is designed to integrate
seamlessly with irrigation
systems from Zwart Systems

Multi-level cart systems (as
shown)
Multi-level moving table
systems
Stationary racks
Rolling racks
Automated gutter systems

BENEFITS
Higher yield
Clean environment
Sustainable

FEATURES
Custom engineered for each
project
User friendly designs for
maximum output
Manual or fully automated
Integrated irrigation systems
provided by Zwart Systems

Produce higher
yields in your
existing facility!

Let our expertise improve
your growing experience
a division of Zwart Systems

Greenhouse Automation Specialists www.tavasystems.com
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DESIGN
A properly designed irrigation system
will provide you with years of payback
on your investment.
When considering a build, an expansion, or
an upgrade to your production facilities,
sharing your complete vision with one of
Zwart Systems knowledgeable consultants
should be step #1. Our specialists have
years of industry experience and will help
you to understand your businesses
potential. Zwart Systems will present your
company with options on how to best
achieve your production goals.

2D+3D DRAWINGS

Every Zwart Irrigation System begins with
conceptual drawings. Drawings are typically
hand sketched during client meetings to get
a snapshot of the project overview and its
potential.
The next phase of each project involves our
system designers. They will review flow
rates, system pressure requirements, and
specific details that are customised to each
individual farm. These details assist in
generating estimates for customers to
review. The design and quoting process
typically requires a few revisions before the
final package and price is presented to the
client for review approval.
Upon client approval, project development
is initiated. System design details are
developed into complete CAD Drawings for
each Zwart Systems project.
The first drawing developed is a Piping and
Instrumentation Drawing (P&ID). This
drawing is essential for all trades to review.
It assists in understanding the control points
for the environmental computer, the power
loads requirements for the electricians, and
the system flow pattern so that the grower
has a complete understanding of how the
system operates. Once the P&ID receives
approval, the design team can proceed with
the complete 3D CAD Drawings for the
project.
3D CAD Drawings include complete
irrigation room drawings, distribution piping,
and zone plumbing details. At the
completion of a project all drawings and
manuals are submitted to the customer for
their facility records.
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* Although Zwart Systems can prepare complete 3D design packages
for every job, in many cases it is not required. For simple installations, a 2D
line drawing is all that is necessary.

Greenhouse Irrigation and Automation Specialists

MANUFACTURING

FROM CUSTOM DESIGNS TO IN HOUSE MANUFACTURING
Zwart Systems is proud of all of our employees, and the hard work they put into each job. When the design team has
completed drawings for a project and a work order is generated, it is sent to our manufacturing team.
With a variety of cutting tools, welding equipment for both raw and stainless steel, wire bending robots, and poly punching
and hose cutting equipment, Zwart Systems efficiently produces quality products. Our assembly team constructs
completed pump stations, Cyclone Nutrient Injection Pumpsets, pH loops, preassembled Dosatron stations, prewired
boom cars, and whatever else our sales guys say they need for our customers. Our Zwart team is a group of professionals
who pay attention to each detail and work hard to deliver product that is worthy to carry the Zwart brand. ALL products
produced in our factory are checked for defects by quality control before they are shipped to the customer. Products
produced by the Zwart manufacturing team will be ready to use when it arrives on site.
Safety of our employees is first and foremost and a clean workspace is the first step. With our most recent expansion
(completed in 2020) our production facility offers space to work safely and efficiently on all projects.

CUSTOM MANUFACTURED
1-800-932-9811

ZWART SYSTEMS

www.zwartsystems.ca
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INSTALLATION

INSTALLATION
Some people can build a bicycle from a box of parts while others prefer to just get on a bike and ride. Zwart
Systems has always offered the greenhouse industry both options for its irrigation needs. From simple schematic
drawings to assist in a layout, to detailed 3D drawings for easy to follow instructions, we help the DIYer with all the
technical help they require to put together many systems themselves.
We recognize however, that many growers have more important things to do with their time. Zwart Systems has
teams of trained and skilled installers that can install and commission your project.
Let our professional installation team make your next project look good and work well for you.

COMPLETE INSTALLATION
37

24 HR SERVICE AVAILABLE

Greenhouse Irrigation and Automation Specialists

SERVICE

ZWART SYSTEMS SERVICE
Service is what sets us apart! Our skilled and experienced team of service technicians are available for scheduled
and emergency service. In addition to service and maintenance, our techs provide new equipment commissioning,
Dosatron repair and remote assistance.
At Zwart Systems we pride ourselves on servicing everything that we sell.

ON THE ROAD SERVICE
Zwart Systems offers the convenience and peace of mind that comes along with our mobile service program.
Whether you require regular scheduled maintenance or an emergency repair, our highly trained service
technicians are ready and available to provide around the clock service. Our dedicated team of service technicians
are each equipped with a mobile service van allowing them to conduct a full range of maintenance activities and
repairs right at your facility. Our service team will always respond with a sense of urgency working quickly to get
you back up and operating while minimizing your down time and costs.

IN HOUSE – DOSATRON REPAIRS AND TECHNICAL SUPPORT
Our Service team is trained and certified to complete repairs and maintenance on your Dosatron injection units.
Whether it’s a broken part or yearly maintenance required, our Beamsville facility is stocked with parts so we can
get your Dosatron fixed quickly and back out the door.

COMMISSIONING & TECHNICAL SUPPORT
Upon completion of install of your project, we will schedule a service technician to visit your facility to complete the
commissioning, start-up and training of your new irrigation system. In certain circumstances where we are unable
to visit your facility in person, we will offer remote assistance and guidance throughout the entire commissioning
process with continued support after commissioning has been completed.

1-800-932-9811

www.zwartsystems.ca
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Andrew Van Geest
Irrigation | Automation Specialist
1-800-932-9811
Cell: 905-658-8224
andrewvg@zwartsystems.ca

Rob Vandersteen
Irrigation | Automation Specialist
1-800-932-9811
Cell: 905-651-4271
robv@zwartsystems.ca

Barry Alders
Irrigation | Automation Specialist
1-800-932-9811
Cell: 905-658-0111
barry@zwartsystems.ca

Isaac Van Geest
TAVA Automation Specialist
1-800-932-9811
Cell: 905-933-0615
isaac@zwartsystems.ca
ZSI.2022.05

Pete VanEgmond
Irrigation | Automation Specialist
1-800-932-9811
Cell: 905-658-0628
pete@zwartsystems.ca

4881 Union Road
Beamsville, ON Canada
L3J 0Y5
1-800-932-9811
www.zwart systems.ca
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